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Market Update — September 17th, 2021 

Despite Hurricane Ida and Nicholas respectively impacting LA and 
TX over the past few weeks, spot resin trading remained well off the 
active pace that our trading desk experienced during the first half of 
2021. Producers have been rebuilding resin stocks ever since the Feb 
freeze and while some producers of both Polyethylene and Polypro-
pylene remain on force majeure (FM) and/or sales allocation, resin 
supplies have become more available, which has limited the fervor of 
spot buying activity. Spot resin prices have been easing and most PE 
and PP grades dropped another $.02/lb this past week. Huge spot pre-
miums have been eroding, as supply/demand fundamentals become 
more balanced. Historically, it is more typical for spot resin to transact 
around parity or at a discount to contracts. 
 
Polyethylene contracts increased $.41-.43/lb since the beginning of 
2021, and a total of $.65-.67/lb since the market bottomed in May 
2020, including the last successful $.05/lb increase implemented for 
July contracts. Producers were unable to push through another nickel 
in August and even though some limited production disruptions oc-
curred due to recent gulf storms, it seems unlikely that the nickel in-
crease will be secured in Sept.  
 
Polypropylene contracts increased $.57/lb in 2021, and a total of 
$.885/lb since the market trough in May 2020. August PGP contracts 
were up $.11/lb to $.87/lb and with spot monomer prices since coming 
under pressure, transacting in the $.70s, but more recently in the lower 
$.80s/lb, we currently expect Sept PGP contracts to slide a few cents, 
but monomer has been volatile so this could change. PP producers 
will look to offset this PGP decline with another attempt at a $.03-.05/
lb margin-enhancing increase, though we feel the momentum has 
waned and further added increases at this time seem unlikely. PP pur-
chases for imports slowed dramatically over the past couple of months 
as importer incentives have been greatly reduced by higher interna-
tional resin prices and massive increases in ocean freight, which can 
equate to around $.35/lb in terms of resin.  
 
Further, importers have been impacted by significant delays as well 
as costly demurrage, port and drayage fees, which have greatly erod-
ed margins. Some delayed shipments continue to sail towards the 
US shores, so material is still being offloaded at the ports, but de-
mand for new shipments has slowed substantially.  
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Resin for Sale 13,973,104 lbs

Resin Total lbs Low High Bid Ask

PP Copo - Inj 2,733,704              1.160$     1.330$     1.310$      1.410$     

HDPE - Blow 2,721,416              0.980$     1.140$     1.040$      1.090$     

HMWPE - Film 2,204,600              0.850$     0.930$     0.850$      0.900$     

PP Homo - Inj 1,621,932              1.030$     1.340$     1.210$      1.310$     

LDPE - Film 1,374,116              0.920$     1.100$     1.030$      1.080$     

LLDPE - Film 1,261,840              0.915$     1.030$     0.900$      0.950$     

LLDPE - Inj 983,656                 0.960$     1.130$     1.040$      1.090$     

HDPE - Inj 851,380                 0.940$     1.120$     1.040$      1.090$     

LDPE - Inj 440,920                 1.020$     1.160$     1.000$      1.050$     

   TPE MarketSpot Range
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HDPE Blow Molding 
1 Year 

Both PE and PP producers have enjoyed extraordinary margins since 
the market really took off to the upside in February and their incentive 
has been to produce as many pellets as possible. In the meantime, in-
ternational PE prices to our East and West have been well below pric-
ing in the Americas, which has significantly crimped US PE exports, 
contributing to a massive expansion in collective upstream resin in-
ventories. This includes a nearly 100 Million lb rise in Aug, bringing 
PE supplies to an all time record high just shy of 5.9B lbs. PP inven-
tories have also recovered dramatically to 1.6+ billion lbs, which is 
the highest since last May, prior to producers purging inventories 
through export markets during the tail-end of covid quarantine.  
 
Domestic US PE & PP demand has been very strong, particularly the 
last 5 months, some of it due to an increase in consumer demand and 
also reshoring efforts where more product is being made in the US for 
domestic consumption rather than imported from overseas. However, 
we also feel there is a component of this demand, particularly over the 
last couple of months, from processors procuring additional volumes 
to help pad their own on-hand inventory as a hedge against possible 
supply chain disruptions during this hurricane season. We feel that 
some of this demand has been borrowed against future orders and 
with resin supplies now more plentiful, and the PE export market run-
ning well below year-ago levels, together pointing to continued pres-
sure in spot pricing which can lead to some contract price erosion in 
Q4.  PP demand remains strong but is also susceptible to a market 
correction as forward PGP monomer costs are shown at increasing 
discounts from prompt levels. If the monomer market were to decline, 
some of the producer margin-enhancing PP increases could perhaps 
also start to peel off.   
 
There are still potential issues ahead as we are in the midst of an ac-
tive hurricane season and we have seen two disruptive storms already 
impact resin production. We advise overall caution in general to the 
resin markets, but stay tuned to market developments as changes can 
happen quickly. 
 
Energy futures continued their rally across the board with Crude Oil 
and Nat Gas futures posting gains for a third consecutive week.  
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HDPE Blow Molding 
1 Year 

Crude futures moved well above the $70/bbl mark on the back of sup-
ply disruptions and drawdowns in inventories following Hurricanes 
Ida and Nicholas. Oct WTI ended Friday at $71.97/bbl, up $2.25/bbl 
on the week. Front-month Nov Brent finished at $75.34/bbl, up $2.42/
bbl for the week. Supply concerns also sent Oct Nat Gas to a 7.5-year 
high during the week. By Friday, Oct Nat Gas finished at $5.11/
mmBtu. NGLs followed the upward trend as Sept Ethane finished 
Friday at $.385/gal ($.162/lb) up just more than a cent. Sept Propane 
jumped about $.06/gal to end the week at $1.28/gal ($.362/lb).  
  
Monomer prices achieved moderate gains on the week, as Ethylene 
and Polymer-Grade Propylene (PGP) futures came out strong after 
Hurricane Nicholas made landfall along the TX coast, only to lose 
some steam by Friday. Prompt Sept Ethylene began Monday with LA 
material changing hands at $.48/lb, while TX material was nearly 
$.09/lb discount. Sept traded in TX on Thursday at $.37/lb before the 
benchmark ended Friday just a tad lower, still up over a penny on the 
week. Deferred months were backwardated through the rest of the 
year, with Dec in the low $.30s/lb. PGP trading was thin for Sept, but 
buyers and sellers came together in the forward months. Oct was confirmed twice on Thursday at $.78/lb. On Friday, Spot Sept PGP settled a robust 
$.045/lb higher on the week, just shy of $.84/lb, while spot Oct, Nov, and Dec deals were finalized at $.80/lb, $.7675/lb, and $.735/lb respectively, indicat-
ing the easing trend through the end of the year. 
  
Polyethylene trading saw average volumes change hands as domestic spot prices shifted back to the downside following just over two weeks of stability. 
Nicholas took out one HDPE unit in Texas due to widespread power outages, having seemingly no impact on the somewhat bearish market sentiment. 
HDPE Injection, 7 and 20 melts, are still difficult to procure, keeping the strongest premium out of all PE grades. But like HDPE Blow, Injection material 
is also starting to show a bit more. Spot HMW Film prices have shed about a dozen cents from the top. LDPE and LLDPE film grades were also seen eas-
ing as supplies improved. PE producers have also lifted FM’s in recent weeks, but at least four companies still have a FM in place. We expect PE prices 
will continue to soften and buyers will continue to negotiate for relatively smaller quantities anticipating lower prices ahead.  
 
Spot Polypropylene prices came down amid slower activity, moderate to weaker demand, and growing inventories. A good flow of HoPP railcars were 
offered, hitting the full range from fractional melts up to melt blown material of 1500 melt. CoPP resins were also well represented. Resellers were seen 
offloading inventories, but the jump in PGP caused PP producers to hold fairly firm on their spot pricing, which kept PP from falling further, while patient 
buyers took a step back. Although upstream PP inventories could be considered ample if not robust, producers have not necessarily offered their full avail-
ability of materials, still holding some back as a precaution during the hurricane season, which also comes amid a lack of imports to fall back on as a res-
cue valve. A handful of PP makers remain on FM as well. Nicholas did not impact PP operations as Ida did, from which one producer issued a FM as a 
result and has since brought its two PP lines back up. 
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